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Södermanlands-Nerikes nation

Running for:
International secretary
Name:
Oscar Green
Date of birth:
1999-04-20
Enrolled at Snerikes:
HT2019
Study credits:
2 semesters on the Master’s Programme in Environmental and Water Engineering
Nation credits:
Reccentiorsutskottsledamot VT20
Personal Bryggan 2020
Bistro, clubs, bal HT19-VT20
My biggest strengths:
A combination of my social skills and genuine interest in getting to know and have fun with new students.
To welcome and give a good first impression of Uppsala and our nation is something I believe is of
importance for this position and it’s something I do well. Also I look like Donald trump in this picture.
My greatest weakness:
Perfectionist. I am afraid of making mistakes. This leads to me sometimes overthinking things and other
times poor planning. Such as putting way too much effort into something that requires minimal effort.
Why I am running for this post:
I was part of the recce committee this semester and had really a lot of fun working the “inskrivning” and
spending time with all the new students especially with the International students. I joined the
international secretaries this semester on their events and had lots of fun working with them and now I
want to do the same but more.
I believe I would be great for this office. Because of the reasons mentioned above and because through
traveling a lot in my life I’ve seen many parts of the world and doing this will help appreciate this even
more and inspire for future travels.
Something I want to achieve if I am elected:
I would want to achieve the greatest possible welcome for international students given the current
situation. Not only for snerikes but for Uppsala university as a whole. I want to show the world how
amazing our nation and this city really is.
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